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 STUDENT ACTIVITIES CLUSTER 

October 9, 2012 

1:00 pm to 2:00 pm 

Eissey Campus, SC 216 

 

Agenda/Minutes 
 
ATTENDEES:  ANGELA ALLEN, EARL BRYANT, MARC DAVIS, MARETA IOSIA-SIZEMORE, 

OLIVIA MORRIS-FORD, SHERRY MCFADDEN, JANNETH RAMIREZ, JENNA SCHWARZ, LYN 

BECKER (GUEST) 

 

 

ITEM 1. Lake Worth Lecture, “To Hell and Back” 

  

Discussion: Lyn Becker introduced a Lake Worth lecture called “To Hell and Back,”  a one 

hour lecture with lunch including Q & A about the truth and reality of drug 

addiction.  She requests that each campus consider streaming it on Tuesday, 

October 23, 2012. 

  

Data source: Draft flyer of the program 

 

Action: Each manager agreed to find out if they could stream it when they return to 

campus. 

 

 

ITEM 2. Bookstore Logo  

 

Discussion:  Angela asked the group if they were aware that College logos were owned by the 

bookstore.  Robin Dean on her campus was told she could not use a design 

because it was owned by the bookstore.  

 

Data source: N/A 

 

Action: Mareta will contact CRM to see if this is the case.  

 

 

ITEM 3. Gourmet Services  

 

Discussion: The Cluster, except for Belle Glade, had issues to discuss concerning the new 

food services vendor, Gourmet Services.  Angela, Mareta, Olivia, Jessica, Wendy, 

Gavin, and Jodi met on August 21 to discuss issues the group was experiencing 

with the service.  The group had several other complaints:   
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1) Replenishing products for catering events or for the cafeteria. 

  

Examples: Boca campus did not have enough condiments for coffee (half and 

half) and District running out of ketchup and mustard for soft pretzels/corn 

dogs/hotdogs.  There were about 100 items left, but no mustard or ketchup 

packs were available.  We are not sure why they did not use the pumps.  The 

Lake Worth campus needed to ask for more plates.  However, when the plates 

were delivered, the vendor employee passed them out one by one as if they 

were counting them instead of leaving them on the table. 

 

2) Invoice Discrepancies. 

 

Examples:  Gourmet Services are still charging a service charge (all 

campuses), and orders of cookies were different prices for different groups 

(Gardens). 

 

3) Not sure on food quantities. 

 

Examples:  Lake Worth ran out of food in 20 minutes; that has never 

happened before.  Gourmet Services took a picture of the line to prove that 

they had enough food. 

   

4) Lack of quality service. 

 

Examples:  At the August 21
st
 meeting, the vendor said they needed to charge 

the service fee because they are the experts when it comes to serving food.  

However, during Hispanic Heritage month on the Gardens campus, the vendor 

served the main dish on dessert plates and served the dessert on 9-inch plates.  

In addition, the campus was charged for two servers, although only one 

showed up.  At an early event during the semester, the Gardens campus paid 

for cookies and they came out in a box.  This was definitely not the type of 

presentation one expects from the “experts.”  District had an issue were they 

thought they ran out of regular Pepsi on October 9.  Later, the group found out 

that all the regular soda was at the bottom of the container where no one could 

see or reach.  Again, we are not sure why this is considered quality service.  

The Committee had several complaints about the sandwiches such as being 

too small, the bread was hard, and the cheese was old/hard on the ham and 

cheese. 

 

5) Billing/Reply issues. 

 

Examples:  All campuses expressed that it takes several days to get a quote for 

upcoming catering orders.  District has been waiting 10 days for a quote.  In 

addition, NOT one campus has been sent an invoice to pay.  District and 

Gardens have contacted the vendor to request invoices. 
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6) The group would like Jeff Hutchison to be put back in charge of catering 

ASAP. 

 

Data Source: N/A 

 

Action: Mareta will speak to Jodi Hart or Jessica Bender to get permission to order from 

outside vendors until these issues are resolved.  Mareta was asked to inform 

Jessica that they would like to present a vote of “No Confidence” on the current 

vendor.   

 

 

ITEM 4. Mark Taylor   

 

Discussion: Mareta shared the email regarding Dr. Mark Taylor coming to each campus.  He 

is not available all three days.  The group voted to just have him come on Friday, 

January 25, 2013 to one campus, and they will all contribute.   

 

Data Source: N/A   

 

Action: Mareta will contact the Duncan Theater to see if it is available.  Mareta will create 

the Performance agreement.  Each campus will have to do a budget transfer in an 

amount still to be determined.  

 

 

ITEM 5: Convocation 

 

Discussion: The group openly felt that much of the work to produce the Convocation was 

dropped on their laps.  They also expressed concern on why their campus Student 

Activities budgets were allowed to pay for some of the expenses when ELC had 

the funds taken off the top to pay for the event; they felt the program double- 

dipped.  The group said the event was very work-intensive for their offices and 

Lake Worth had to give overtime to some employees.  It was not helpful that 

campus committees had 6 months to put the program together and Student 

Activities only had 6 weeks to execute the event.    There was a question 

concerning the book selection, and it was suggested that perhaps a book that was 

uplifting and motivational would have been a better choice.   

 

Data Source: N/A 

 

Action: Mareta will speak to Dr. Barbatis about not taking the amount off the top and 

allowing the campus budgets to absorb the cost of the event.  Mareta will take all 

these concerns back to the FYE committee. 

 

  

 


